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Cabinet will recall that at its meeting on the 13 November 2017 it
considered a report in regard to a proposed Public Spaces
Protection Order (“PSPO”) for Berkley Lane, Berkley Marsh,
Frome and resolved amongst other things:1. The making of a PSPO for Gypsy Lane and Berkley Lane,
Berkley Marsh, the PSPO applying to the public highway
known as Berkley Lane leading from Gypsy Lane to its junction
with Dark Lane, and comprising the entire length of the
aforementioned highway depicted by a thick black line on the
plan attached to the Report. The PSPO was to remain place
for a period of 3 months as set out in the Report using a
concrete barrier solution, subject to a safety audit by the
Highway Authority.
2. To agree that a further report be brought back to Cabinet no
later than February 2018 relating to the making of a PSPO for
Gypsy Lane and Berkley Lane, Berkley Marsh, using an
electronic bollard solution (option 4 in the report).
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3. That continued dialogue in regard to the electronic bollard
option be maintained with the main objector to the PSPO.

Cabinet is asked to RECOMMEND
The making of a further PSPO for Berkley Lane, Berkley Marsh
for a period of 3 years as set out in Appendix A using a barrier
solution, subject to a safety audit by the Highways Authority.
1. That a licence to do works is entered into with Somerset
County Council (the Highway Authority) to permit minor
works on or adjacent to the highway.
2. To delegate to the Interim Group Manager, Neighbourhood
Services in consultation with the Portfolio Holder for
Neighbourhood and Community Health Services, authority
to take any action necessary to implement the PSPO.
Recommendation:

3. To delegate to the Interim Group Manager, Neighbourhood
Services in consultation with the Portfolio Holder for
Neighbourhood and Community Health Services, authority
to take steps necessary to implement the safety audit
recommendations.
4. To delegate to the Interim Group Manager, Neighbourhood
Services in consultation with the Portfolio Holder for
Neighbourhood and Community Health Services and the
Section 151 Officer, authority to identify an appropriate
budget to implement the PSPO, which will include costs
associated with compliance with the safety audit
recommendations.
5. To delegate to the Solicitor to the Council and Monitoring
Officer authority to enter into legal or transaction work
required to implement the further PSPO.

Direct and/or
indirect impact on
service delivery
to our customers
and communities:

Businesses and residents of Berkley Marsh, Berkley Down and the
Stonebridge Estate have been consulted together with other
statutory agencies as per the legislation and ‘Statutory Guidance for
Frontline Professionals’ (revised in December 2017), in regard to
the proposal to make a further PSPO in Berkley Marsh as a means
of tackling anti-social behaviour in the form of fly-tipping.
The consultation period ran until the 15 January 2018 but has been
extended until the 10 February 2018 to allow wider consultation to
ensure that the views of all relevant parties are captured.
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As the consultation period has been extended until 10 February
2018 an updating report will be available for Cabinet in regard to the
final details of the consultation responses. Options have been
offered to this objector with a view to attempting to reach a mutually
agreeable solution.
The proposal in this report directly supports the Council’s vision of:


Working together to make Mendip a great place to live and
work – helping our communities and businesses thrive.

Fly-tipping applies to all residents and visitors alike. Taking proactive steps to stop the activity has a tremendous positive affect on
the residents and communities, contributing to their wellbeing and
the environment.
Contribution to
Corporate
Priorities:

The proposal also links to the Corporate Strategy 2017-2020, and
in particular its transformation priority. Transformation in this context
means finding better ways of working together, and making better
use of our assets, resources and skills to deliver the best possible
outcomes for our communities.
The recommendations in this report are as a result of a multi- agency
approach, involving in particular the Police, Somerset County
Council and the local Parish Council. We have worked together with
our partners to make best use of our resources to deliver the best
possible outcomes for our communities.
In October 2014, the Government implemented the Anti-social
Behaviour Crime and Policing Act 2014 (“the Act”). The purpose of
the Act is to give Local Authorities and the Police more effective
powers to tackle anti-social behaviour, providing better protection
for victims and communities.

Legal
Implications:

New tools and powers afforded by the Act include Public Spaces
Protection Orders (PSPOs), which are designed to stop individuals
or groups committing anti-social behaviour in a public space. It is for
each individual Council to determine what type of anti-social
behavior will be covered by a Public Spaces Protection Order.
To supplement the existing statutory powers available to deal with
illegal waste, the Government has recently published its intention to
issue tough new measures to combat waste crime. In a ministerial
statement issued on the 15 January 2018, Environment Minister
Therese Coffey has announced that new powers are to be granted
to the Environment Agency to close off access to illegal waste sites
as part of a clampdown on fly-tipping. Plans would also allow the
Environment Agency to lock gates or obstruct road entrances to
problem locations. These new powers are expected to be in place
by the Spring of 2018, subject to parliamentary approval.
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Public Spaces Protection Orders will provide Councils with a flexible
power to implement local restrictions to address a range of antisocial behaviour issues in public places in order to prevent future
problems.
Local Authorities can make an order as long as two conditions are
met:
First condition:
• Activities carried out in a public space within the local
authority’s area have a detrimental effect on the quality of life
of those in the locality, or
• It is likely that activities will be carried out in a public place
within the area that will have such an effect.

Second condition:
The effect or likely effect of the activities:
• Is, or is likely to be, of a persistent or continuing nature;
• Is, or is likely to be, such as to make activities unreasonable;
• Justifies the restrictions imposed by the notice.
Before a PSPO can be made, the Act and accompanying Statutory
Guidance (revised in December 2017) sets out a process of
consultation that is required to be followed.
A Public Spaces Protection Order can be made for a maximum of
three years. The legislation provides they can be extended at the
end of the period, but only for a further period of up to three years.
However, orders can be extended more than once.
On the 11 April 2016 following consultation between the Council and
Somerset County Council, the County Council as Highway Authority
made a Temporary Traffic Regulation Order (“TTRO”) under the
Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 effecting a temporary road closure
in respect of Berkley Lane: from the northern side of the Pines
Residential Site to the junction with Dark Lane and Dark Lane: from
the junction with Berkley Lane to the junction with Pot Lane for a
distance of approximately 992 metres. This temporary road closure
ran through an area of the Council where fly-tipping was prolific.
Following the expiration of the TTRO, a three month PSPO was
approved by Cabinet on the 13 November 2017 to cover the areas
previously held by the TTRO save that Dark Lane was reopened.
The three month PSPO in place for Berkley Lane will expire in
February 2018.
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Below is a table of incidents and clearance costs in respect of the
Gypsy Lane area of Frome (incorporating Berkley Lane).

Financial
Implications:

YEAR

TOTAL OF
INCIDENTS
(DISTRICT)

NO. OF
INCIDENTS –
JUST GYPSY
LANE AREA

COST OF
GYPSY LANE
CLEARANCE

TOTAL COST OF
FLY-TIPPING
(DISTRICT)

2013
2014
2014
2015
2015
2016
2016
20171

1834

123

£42,276.00

£88,762.63

2026

250

£40,840.48

£90,430.22

2078

324

£64,346.39

£114,279.77

1757

832

£10,261.40

£63, 485.88

There has been a saving of £50,793.89 with a reduction of 321 flytips.
It is accepted that there has been a minor displacement to villages
in the surrounds of Berkley – but the figures are self-explanatory.
(The original cost of implanting the TTRO cost the District Council
£10,740.53.)
Without a PSPO it is anticipated that incidents of fly-tipping and the
resultant costs of clearance will rise to levels that were evident
before the TTRO was put in place and more.

The introduction of a PSPO will support and enhance existing
enforcement practices.

Impact on Service
Plans:

Value for Money:

The process has taken longer than initially anticipated, and has
required considerable engagement from legal services. Whilst this
was not anticipated in terms of service delivery other priorities have
been moved because the initiative has the potential to provide clear
benefits to the community of Berkley Marsh and save a substantial
amount of tax payers’ money.
The PSPO has the potential to reduce resources deployed by the
Council while creating opportunities for enhancing enforcement
practices in regard to anti-social behaviour and environmental

The stated figures are for the 12-month period 01.04.2016 – 31.03.2017. Additional statistics and
break down of figures will be available at the Cabinet meeting if required.
2 The 12 months of the TRC has resulted in no fly-tips beyond the hard road closures. The costs accrued
are for clearances on Gypsy Lane from Bath Road to The Pines Residential Site and the junction of
Dark Lane and Pot Lane.
1
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crime, and for the Police and other partners in tackling anti-social
behaviour within this area of the district.
An Equality Impact Assessment has been produced in relation to
the effect of a permanent road closure for the residents of The Pines
Residential Site. This has been endorsed Tom Rutland the
Equalities Officer and may be viewed at Appendix B.
Equalities
Implications:

Throughout the period of the TTRO, the case officer has had regular
contact with the residents of The Pines Residential Site.
There has been no negative feedback and the residents of the Pines
Residential Site welcome the continued restrictions along Berkley
Lane.

Risks

Risk Assessment
and Adverse
Impact on
Corporate
Actions:

Uncontrolled
Controls
Controlled
Risk
Risk
Legal
Reputational
Low
 Public
Challenge to damage to the consultation
the
PSPO Council,
on PSPOs
process
potential Court  Cabinet
to
costs
decide
on
strategic
PSPOs
 Initial review
of
PSPO
after
6
months
 Continued
liaison with
the
key
objectors to
try and find a
mutually
acceptable
solution

In addition to the above, as a PSPO is a statutory tool to combat the
anti-social behaviour of fly-tipping as previously advised, the Council
has sought independent legal advice from Counsel as to its
interpretation of the legislation and statutory guidance.
By virtue of s.59 of the Act order may be made if the Council is
satisfied on reasonable grounds that two conditions (previously
referred to in the Legal Implications section above) are met.
The first is that activities carried on in a public place in the Council’s
area have had a detrimental effect on quality of life of those in the
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locality or that it is likely that such activities will be carried on and
have that effect.
This is a wide and open definition which is apt to cover a wide range
of anti-social behaviour. No doubt it was so drafted and approved
by Parliament in order to enable Authorities to apply it to a range of
activities, some of which may be peculiar and unusual, without being
bound by over prescriptive definitions and requirements. Counsel’s
states that in his view,
“there is no reason why fly tipping should not be regarded as an
activity which has had a detrimental effect on those in the locality.
Indeed, it is properly arguable that it has precisely that effect. In this
case, I am instructed that the fly tipping has been persistent in this
location and there is little reason to think it would stop if the barriers
were not there.
In my view, the first condition is therefore met”
The second condition is that:
the effect, or likely effect, of the activities –
(a) is, or is likely to be, of a persistent or continuing nature,
(b) is, or is likely to be, such as to make the activities
unreasonable, and
(c) justifies the restrictions imposed by the notice.
Points (a) and (b) are uncontroversial. The fly tipping has been
persistent and continuing and, as noted above, there seems no
reason to think it will not remain so without intervention. Fly tipping
would obviously be unreasonable. Whether the PSPO is justified as
required by point (c) is perhaps less clear cut but, noting that various
measures including the installation of CCTV have been tried and
failed, Counsel’s view is that there is,
‘a properly arguable case that closure to vehicles is indeed justified,
particularly given the apparently minor nature of the road as a
thoroughfare’.
This is of course is subject the positions of any objectors. Section
59(5) is also engaged and provides as follows:
The only prohibitions or requirements that may be imposed are ones
that are reasonable to impose in order—
(a)

to prevent the detrimental effect referred to in subsection (2) from continuing, occurring or recurring, or

(b)

to reduce that detrimental effect or to reduce the risk
of its continuance, occurrence or recurrence.
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For the same reasons put forward in regard to the second
consideration above, Counsel has advised that he “considers it
properly arguable that this section would be complied with”.
The original temporary road closure by means of a TTRO was
effected by the placement of concrete blocks.
In addition to the County Council, The Police and Crime
Commissioner, the Police, the Parish Council, the Fire and Rescue
Service and the Ambulance Service have been consulted (as per
the legislation and Statutory Guidance). The main objectors have
verbally re-stated that their legitimate business interests are
currently being unacceptably interfered with by the PSPO as they
are unable to access their fields which are adjacent to the closed
roads. The position will remain so if the Council proceeds with its’
proposal to make a further PSPO.
During the period of the TTRO and the current PSPO, the objector
has been advised that concrete blocks can be lifted by the Council’s
contractor upon 48 hours’ notice. Only one such request to lift has
been received from the objector during the 18 months of the TTRO.
In order to mitigate the ongoing position, the Council has
arrangements in place with local contractors who would be able to
move the blocks at shorter notice (2 hours) and it is proposed to
provide the objector and local residents with direct contact to the
Council’s local contractor who will move the blocks upon request up
to an agreed number of times.
If the Council does not exercise its powers under the Act and
implement a further PSPO which will restrict vehicular access to
Berkley Lane, this will fly in the face of the majority of the responders
who are in favour of the further PSPO.
Fly-tipping levels, both in tonnage and expense, will rise instantly
and will undo all the hard work to date.
Failure to build on the success of the initiative will almost certainly
lead to negative feedback and publicity.
The positives that will flow from implementing the proposed PSPO
are that –


The Council will receive publicity for a successful initiative in
combatting fly-tipping in one specific area.



The Council will see a reduction in complaints of fly-tipping
due to positive action.
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Scrutiny
Recommendation
(if any)

The Council will reap the benefit of the longer term costs
saving of the initiative.

This paper has not been submitted to the Policies and Strategies
Group.
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INTRODUCTION
Fly-tipping is defined as the ‘illegal deposit of any waste onto land that does not have
a licence to accept it’. Tipping a mattress, electrical items, green waste or a bin bag
full of rubbish on land causes a local nuisance and makes an area look unattractive
and run down.
Councils have been given new powers to fine those who are found to be fly-tipping up
to £400. Mendip District Council adopted the £400 Fixed Penalty Notice in 2016. It has
left Local Authorities with the challenge of having to consider new ways to clamp down
and deal with those who illegally deposit their waste, or try to persuade them not to do
it in the first place.
The cost of clearing fly-tipping in the Mendip area, especially at Berkley Marsh reached
totally unsustainable and unacceptable levels. In the autumn of 2015 a multi-agency
initiative resulted in the decision to try a new initiative of restricting relevant roads to
vehicular traffic in the Berkley Marsh area under a Temporary Traffic Regulation Order
(TTRO).
Vehicle access to Berkley Lane, Dark Lane and part of Pot Lane were specifically
restricted by the TTRO which was made on 11 April 2016. However the hard road
closures allowed unfettered access to walkers, cyclists, joggers and horse riders.
Dark Lane was reopened on the 29 November 2017, following the Cabinet’s decision,
of the 13 November leaving the restriction in place for Berkley Lane which currently
remains closed.

BACKGROUND
Fly-tipping in the Berkley Marsh area has been ongoing for over 50 years. The problem
grew when the road network was changed after the building of the Frome by-pass.
Year on year the number of instances have grown together with the volume and
tonnage of waste having to be cleared regularly.
Both overt and covert observations and surveillance have been undertaken in the
area. Although some offences have been captured on camera it has not been possible
to identify those carrying out the fly-tipping in order that enforcement action can be
undertaken.
With the costs of the clearance rising, meetings were held with the local residents and
as outlined above a multi-agency initiative in the later part of 2015 resulted in a TTRO
being put in place.
The TTRO which expired in October 2017 has in effect been replaced by a PSPO.
However it was decided to reopen Dark Lane, and leave Berkley Lane subject to a
three months PSPO using a concrete barrier solution, while additional options were
explored. The current PSPO for Berkley Lane expires on the 13th February 2018.
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CONSULTATION
In preparation for the proposal to implement a further PSPO for Berkley Marsh, a
consultation process has been undertaken. The proposal and draft PSPO have been
prepared and placed on the Council’s website on the 22 December 2017.
Letters have been hand delivered to local residents and interested parties.
The consultation ran from 22 December 2017 until 15 January 2018 and has been
extended to the 10 February 2018 to take account of further consultation letters that
have been sent to residents on the Stonebridge Estate.
In addition Berkley Parish Council has been contacted to ensure that local residents
have been given the opportunity to have their say in the matter.
On 22 December 2017 the consultation and draft PSPO were sent to the Police and
Crime Commissioner and to the local Policing Manager. The Fire and Rescue Service
and the Ambulance Service have also been consulted.
As the consultation period has been extended to the 10 February 2018, an updating
report will be provided to Cabinet in regard the consultation responses.
The main objectors have verbally re-stated that their legitimate business interests are
currently being unacceptably interfered with by the PSPO as they are unable to access
their fields which are adjacent to the closed roads. The position will remain so if the
Council proceeds with its’ proposal to make a further PSPO.
On 9 January 2018 a drop-in session was held for the community at Frome Rugby
Club.
The following outcomes were as a result of that meeting:
Six responses were received. Four were in favour of the further PSPO with two
against.

See Appendix C - Maps
See Appendix D - Statutory Agencies consulted
See Appendix E - Consultation Responses
See Appendix F – Costings for options
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THE LEGISLATION
The Anti-social Behaviour, Crime and Policing 2014 has repealed Section 2 of the
Clean Neighbourhood and Environment Act 2005 and Sections 129A to 129G of the
Highways Act 1980 in relation to Gating Orders. The Act introduces a new type of
order, namely a Public Space Protection Order (PSPO).
Section 59 of the 2014 Act gives the power to a local authority to make a PSPO if
satisfied on reasonable grounds that two conditions, as set out in subsection (2) of
Section 59 have been met:
1)

2)

The first condition is that:
a)

activities carried out in a public place within the authority’s area have had
a detrimental effect on the quality of life of those in the locality, or

b)

it is likely that activities will be carried on in a public place within that area
and that they will have such an effect.

The second condition is that the effect, or likely effect, of the activities
a)
b)
c)

is, or is likely to be, of a persistent or continuing nature,
is, or is likely to be, such as to make the activities unreasonable, and
justifies the restrictions imposed by the notice.

A Public Spaces Protection Order is an order that identifies the public place referred
to in subsection 2 (“the restricted area”) and –
(a)
(b)
(c)

prohibits specified things being done in the restricted area,
requires specified things to be done by persons carrying on specified
activities in that area, or
does both of those things.

The only prohibitions or requirements that may be imposed are ones that are
reasonable to impose in order (a)
(b)

to prevent the detrimental effect referred to in subsection (2) from
continuing, occurring or recurring, or
to reduce that detrimental effect or to reduce the risk of its continuance,
occurrence or recurrence.

A PSPO may not have effect for a period of more than 3 years, unless extended.
Before the time when a PSPO is due to expire, the local authority that made the order
may extend the period for which it has effect if satisfied on reasonable grounds that
doing so is necessary to prevent:
a) occurrence or reoccurrence after that time of the activities identified in the
order, or
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b) an increase in the frequency or seriousness of those activities after that
time.
An extension under the act may not be for a period of more than 3 years and must be
published in accordance with the regulations made by the Secretary of State.
A PSPO may be extended more than once.
Section 65 of the Act states that a PSPO may not restrict the public right of way over
a highway that is:
a)
A special road
b)
A trunk road
c)
A classified or principal road
d)
A strategic road
e)
A highway in England of a description prescribed by regulations made by the
Secretary of State.
Berkley Lane, Dark Lane and Pot Lane are unclassified roads and are not affected by
the exclusions and so s.65 has no impact on the proposal.
Certain restrictions are however also provided by section 64. Section 64(5) provides
that a Public Spaces Protection order may not restrict the public right of way over a
highway that is the only or principal means of access to a dwelling.
There are dwellings in Berkley Marsh which could be accessed by the part of the
highway which it is proposed to restrict vehicular access to. One of those dwellings is
Fairoak Farm. However, the part of the highway which it is proposed to restrict
vehicular access to is NOT the only means of access to any such dwelling; all such
dwellings in Berkley Marsh, including Fairoak Farm can be accessed via Rooks Lane
(leading to Clink Road) and via Kemp’s Lane (Leading to Berkley Street). Moreover,
there is little if any basis upon which it could conceivably be argued that the affected
piece of highway is the principal means of accessing any dwelling; Rooks Lane and
Kemp’s Lane provide more direct access to major roads and conurbations.
Section (4) provides that a Public Spaces Protection Order may not restrict the public
right of way over a highway for the occupiers of premises adjoining or adjacent to the
highway. There is farmland (fields) which are adjacent to the affected parts of the
highway but there are no vehicular gateways into any such fields which lead directly
off the affected part of the highway. Originally the proposed order, to cover Berkley
Lane and Dark Lane, will not prevent access to any such land via any existing gate,
but will have the effect of requiring the occupiers of those fields, on occasions when
vehicular access is required, to take a detour to reach the farthest access points to a
particular field. The greatest possible detour is 1.1 miles. As the current PSPO does
not include Dark Lane, the detour that is required is reduced.
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OPTIONS CONSIDERED
Option 1: Electric Bollards
The implementation of a Public Spaces Protection Order to restrict vehicular access
along Berkley Lane. Pedestrians, cyclists and horse riders will not be affected (which
has been the case for the last 3 months)


Replace the concrete barriers with electric bollards fitted into the road,
allowing only a vehicle with an access pass to enable the bollard to
recess into the road thus enabling the thoroughfare of the vehicle in
question (2 x key locations)
Pros





Easy operation by interested parties
Instant access
No need to alight from a vehicle, a transponder device could be
used to lower and raise
No 3rd. party agent required to seek permission

Cons



No electricity supply nearby to facilitate the operation of the device
Prohibitively expensive

Option 2: Industrial/military strength barriers
The implementation of a Public Spaces Protection Order to restrict vehicular access
along Berkley Lane. Pedestrians, cyclists and horse riders will not be affected


Replace the concrete barriers with industrial/military strength barriers (2
x key locations)
Pros




Easy operation by interested parties.
Instant access.
No 3rd. party agent required to seek permission.

Cons


Interested parties would not want the responsibility of keys or
combination local codes.
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Option 3: Retention of the existing concrete blocks
The implementation of a Public Spaces Protection Order to restrict vehicular access
along Berkley Lane., Pedestrians, cyclists and horse riders will not be affected


Retention of the existing concrete blocks to minimise further
Fly tipping (2 x key locations)

Pros



Minor expense incursion – to replace the road signage and paint
the blocks already owned by MDC.
The blocks allow unfettered access to pedestrians, cyclists, horse
riders, motor cyclists and quadbikes

Cons



3rd. party required to raise the blocks
No instant access – there has to be an agreed time scale to do
so (24-hours’ notice)

Option 4: Not to implement a further PSPO
No further PSPO and to re-opening of Berkley lane to traffic.


Removal of the concrete barriers from Berkley Lane
Pros
 Minor cost incursion for the removal of the blocks
 No equipment maintenance required
Cons
 Long term costs set to increase
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ANALYSIS OF THE OPTIONS
The costings for each option can be viewed at Appendix F.
Option 3 above appears to be the most cost effective option for the Council.
However, even the though the key objector could still access his land via a detour
it still restricts access to the highway and therefore open to challenge through the
Court.
Option 2, although not the most cost effective option, it may provide improved
access to the highway by the landowners.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Cabinet is asked to RECOMMEND
The making of a further PSPO for Berkley Lane, Berkley Marsh for a period of 3 years
as set out in Appendix A using a barrier solution, subject to a safety audit by the
Highways Authority.
1. That a licence to do works is entered into with Somerset County Council (the
Highway Authority) to permit minor works on or adjacent to the highway.
2. To delegate to the Interim Group Manager, Neighbourhood Services in
consultation with the Portfolio Holder for Neighbourhood and Community
Health Services, authority to take any action necessary to implement the
PSPO.
3. To delegate to the Interim Group Manager, Neighbourhood Services in
consultation with the Portfolio Holder for Neighbourhood and Community
Health Services, authority to take steps necessary to implement the safety
audit recommendations.
4. To delegate to the Interim Group Manager, Neighbourhood Services in
consultation with the Portfolio Holder for Neighbourhood and Community
Health Services and the Section 151 Officer, authority to identify an
appropriate budget to implement the PSPO, which will include costs
associated with compliance with the safety audit recommendations.
5. To delegate to the Solicitor to the Council and Monitoring Officer authority to
enter into any legal or transaction work required to implement the further
PSPO.
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REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS
To enable the Council to implement the PSPO in Berkley Marsh to try to maintain the
quality of life of visitors and residents.

Contact Officer:
Extension:
e-mail:

Ian Glover
41532
ian.glover@mendip.gov.uk

NB: Statistics, figures of tonnage and areas of minor displacement will all be available
at the Cabinet meeting if required.

Appendix A
DRAFT PROPOSED PUBLIC SPACES PROTECTION ORDER
Berkley Marsh Public Spaces Protection Order No. 2
This Order is made by Mendip District Council (“the Authority”) under Section 59 of the
Anti-social Behaviour Crime and Policing Act 2014, because it appears to the Authority
that a Public Spaces Protection Order would reduce and anti-social behaviour in the
form of fly tipping taking place either on, or facilitated by the existence of, the public
highway. This Order may be cited as the Berkley Marsh Public Spaces Protection
Order No. 2.
BY THIS ORDER
1.

The public rights of way, specified in Annexe 1 being public space within the
Council’s area to which the Act applies and relevant highways, will be restricted
at all times for all classes of public user except pedestrians, cyclists and horse
riders and other specifically exempted purposes approved in writing by the
Council, and will be enforced by the erection of industrial/military strength
barriers (2 x key locations) shown on the annexed plan of the highway depicted
by a thick green line.

2.

The Council is satisfied that:
a.

Premises adjoining or adjacent to the highway are likely to be affected by
crime or anti-social behaviour which is detrimental to the quality of life of
the local community.

b.

The existence of the highway is likely to facilitate the persistent commission
of criminal offences or anti-social behaviour.

c.

The antisocial behaviour is unreasonable.
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d.

It is in all circumstances expedient to make the Order for the purposes of
reducing crime or anti-social behaviour.

3.

Police, Fire and Ambulance emergency services, statutory undertakers with
equipment situated under, over, along or in the highway, council officers and
other persons authorised in writing by the District Council for the purposes of
carrying out works of repair or maintenance to the highway or adjoining
premises shall be exempt from the provisions of this Order.

4.

The person responsible for erecting and maintaining the hard barriers (such as
concrete blocks or gates is Mendip District Council (Neighbourhood Services –
Enforcement), Cannards Grave Road, Shepton Mallet. Somerset. BA4 5BT.

5.

This Order will remain in force for a period of 3 years from the date it is made,
unless extended by further Orders or revoked by the Council in accordance with
its statutory powers.

PENALTIES
6.

A person who is guilty of an offence of failing to comply with a requirement of this
Order will be liable, on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding Level 3 on
the standards scale (currently £1000) or if in receipt of a Fixed Penalty Notice to
a penalty of £100.

Given under the Common Seal of Mendip District Council on the
2018.

day of

The COMMON SEAL of
MENDIP DISTIRCT COUNCIL
Was hereunto affixed in the presence of:-

………………………………….
Authorised Signatory
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ANNEX 1
Berkley Marsh Public Spaces Protection Order No. 2

The Order applies to the public highway known as Berkley Lane leading from Gypsy
Lane to its junction with Dark Lane, and comprising the entire length of the
aforementioned highway depicted by a thick green line on the plan below. The locations
of the barriers restricting access are marked on the plan below.
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Appendix B
Equality Impact Assessment (EIA) - Tom Rutland
To follow
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Appendix C
Plan of Locations for Hard Road Closures at Gypsy/ Berkley Lane, Frome,
BA11 2NJ, (Total Length 461m)

Berkley Lane by the Pines, (3.8M wide)

Berkley Lane/ Dark Lane, (4.3M wide)
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Appendix C
Berkley Marsh and the surrounding area
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Appendix D
Statutory Agencies Consulted
Emergency Services
Mr Ainsley Bird
Ms Tori Lack
Inspector Mark Nicholson
Sue Mountstevens

Station Manager
Resilience Officer East
Neighbourhood Manager
Police PCC

Fire
Ambulance
Police
Police

Parish/Town Councils
Frome Town Council
Utility Companies
Wessex Water
Scottish
&
Southern
Electric
British Gas
Western Power

info@wessexwater.co.uk
customerservice@southern-electric.co.uk
businessustomerservice@britishgas.co.uk
info@westernpower.co.uk

Other
Somerset County Council Highway Department
Melanie Squires
Joe Allen

National Farmers Union

roadsandtransportSD@somerset.gov.uk
National Farmers
Union
Agriculture House

EX25ST
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Appendix E
Consultation Responses – Update to be provided at the end of the extended
consultation period on the 10 February 2018
Resident A
Dear Madam,
I have received a letter from you regarding the above matter.
The letter commences “as you have been identified as having an interest in land
surrounding Berkley Marsh."
My property is a house in Gooch Close. I have no other interest in land in the B M
area.
This matter does not, as I see it, concern me. However I am happy to state that
the restriction of traffic is not a problem to me.
Yours
Resident A
Resident B
Att Ms Elizabeth Dawson.
The high incidence of fly tipping in this area was from my observations down to
one or more small open back trucks with a hydraulic tipping assembly. This would
start by blocking one end of Dark Lane, then progressively work subsequent loads
backwards towards Gypsy Lane until such time as the lane was full.
They would then start on the verge above the Frome Bypass on the flyover, with
an occasional fire thrown in for good measure if space was becoming limited.
At the time the approx. dimensions of the back of these trucks was patently
obvious! The real answer to this problem, given the limited areas used for fly
tipping of tree branches is good quality CCTV equipment, then prosecute. I would
be fairly sure the individuals concerned would suggest they had no money to pay
a fine, so remove the vehicles to sell, JOB DONE!
Incidentally, might I remind you that the concrete barrier at the Pines end had to
be re-located 10 feet forward to follow the curvature of the exit road at the Pines,
as the 10feet was experiencing a high level of fly tipping!
Regards
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Resident C
Dear Ms Dawson
Further to your letter dated 22nd December 2017, as residents of Berkley Marsh
we fully support the road closure in Berkley Lane. The current concrete block
solution has done and is working extremely well both at The Pines end and the
junction of Dark Lane. Whilst the lane has been a no through road for the past 20
months or so, we haven't had to endure large volumes of speeding traffic through
our hamlet. As a result of this, the amount of litter in Berkley Marsh and major fly
tips (usually in field gate ways and leading up to and onto the bridge over the
bypass) have all but ceased. In our opinion we can see no justification in removing
the concrete blocks at either end and replacing them with electronic bollards or
gates. We question why throw more money at something that is already in place
and proving to be effective?
However, the decision by Cabinet to reopen Dark Lane to pacify the whims of the
local farmer have proved to be a complete folly. As locals predicted, within weeks
Dark Lane is now completely blocked by fly tipping and the farmer has not got the
free access to his land as he had hoped for. Added to this, Dark Lane has once
again become a complete eyesore. It is unpleasant for walkers, riders, runners,
cyclists and locals who have until now been using the lane for recreational
purposes. The cutting of hedges and verges, sweeping and cleaning the road
surface in preparation for the reopening and clearing recent fly tips will have come
at a cost. We feel sure the public would be most interested to know what figures
we are talking of. It seems incredulous that this has all come about because of
one person who claims to be inconvenienced having to drive a few additional miles
to access his land.
We propose that Dark Lane is once again closed. As a compromise, we suggest
that both ends of Dark Lane are gated with the farmer having the keys so that he
can access the lane as and when necessary. It would then become his
responsibility to keep the lane secure by keeping the gates closed and locked.
This should be no more inconvenient to him than having to unlock the padlocks
on his gates to his fields as he currently has to do.
In conjunction with the Enforcement Officer we and other residents have fought a
long and hard battle to get our voices heard. The benefits of the lane closures
have far outweighed the farmers’ minor inconvenience. We have seen a significant
increase in people safely using the lanes for their enjoyment whilst they have been
closed and residents have finally been able to actually enjoy where they live. It
matters greatly that the vast majority are not overshadowed by one land owner
who has no regard for anyone other than himself. To this end, we look forward to
a successful conclusion to what can only be described as a long drawn out and
protracted process.
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Resident D
Dear Neighbourhood services
I am writing in reply of your letter sent out on 22nd December 2017
regarding PSPO No 2 for Berkley Marsh.
My Husband and I of Berkley Marsh, Frome, would welcome the continued closure
of Berkley Lane, with restricted access, Berkley Marsh has been a much quieter
and pleasant place to live since the closure.
We feel that the use of electronic bollards /hard barriers and gates may be
vandalised and end up causing cost to Mendip council and continued stress to
local residents, and the best option the continued use of the already installed
concrete blocks.
However it is also noted that as I work for the ambulance service, emergency
services may need to gain access occasionally to assist the public using this right
of way, i.e. dog walkers, horse riders and cyclists. Also local farmers need access
to their land, so concrete blocks may not be practical, but whatever is used needs
to be of substantial construction.

Resident E
Dear Ms Dawson
Thank you for your letter dated 22 December 2017 and the opportunity to
communicate our full support for a continued 3 year PSPO to restrict vehicle traffic
along Berkley Lane.
The closure of both Berkley Lane and Dark Lane over the last 20 months has
without any doubt whatsoever improved the quality of life for the vast majority of
both local residents and other local people that use the lanes for a variety of
recreational purposes. Whereby previously the lanes were unsafe due to speeding
vehicles and the aggressive nature of drivers of vehicles that were illegally fly
tipping, the lanes are now relatively quiet. This has realised a substantial
improvement in both the quality of life for both local residents and other local users
of the lanes as well as reducing the cost of fly tipping collection.
Given the significant reduction in fly tipping and anti-social behaviour in general
we cannot see any reason for either the removal and/or replacement of the current
concrete blocks with any increased cost alternatives such as steel gates or
electronic bollards which cannot be justified on any value for money criteria for the
majority of Mendip taxpayers.
Whilst the opportunity for consultation on the PSPO for Berkley Lane is welcomed
it is very disappointing that the Cabinet made a unilateral decision to reopen Dark
Lane in November 2017 without any consultation with local residents. Given the
obvious improvement in the general quality of life for the vast majority of residents
and other users of the Lane together with the significant cost savings realised from
reduced fly tipping collections, it can only be assumed that pressure brought to
bear on the Council by an individual Farmer, was enough to ignore the majority
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views of the of the local residents and the benefits gained over the previous 20
months from the closure of Dark Lane.
I am sure you are aware as much as the local residents are that all of the
improvements gained over the last 20 months have been wasted following the
reopening of Dark Lane and the return of significant fly tipping. It is somewhat
ironic that as I write, the very person that sought the reopening of Dark Lane,
presumably arguing for better access to his field, can no longer access it because
of the resumption of the fly tipping.
Given that it is believed that the significant majority of local residents support the
continued closure of Dark Lane because of the improved quality of life and
reduced anti-social behaviour we would like strongly recommend that the decision
to open Dark Lane is reconsidered or at least made subject to wider consultation
as has been the case with Berkley Lane. Whilst it is argued that there are other
reasonably convenient alternative routes that are available to all vehicular users
of Dark Lane, in the interests of a prompt and mutually agreeable conclusion we
would be content for the access of Dark Lane to be restricted with appropriate
steel gates. It is believed that steel gates would allow the Farmer vehicular access
(by key) to adjacent fields whilst at the same time enable walkers, cyclists and
horse riders to also access the Lane. We do not believe that the installation of
electronic gates or bollards represents a value for money solution for the Council
and its tax payers given that there are alternative routes available and that any
inconvenience the Farmer may argue must surely be an inconvenience he must
already have opening and closing the gates to his fields.
We hope that this letter of support for the continued closure of Berkley Lane and
for the re-closure of Dark Lane reinforces the depth of feeling that this issue has
amongst the local residents. We further hope that any decision the Council makes
is in the wider interest of improving the quality of life for the majority of local
residents and not just the vocal few.

Resident F
Good afternoon
Further to your recent correspondence regarding the above I write to express my support
of the above mentioned PSPO order.
Resident G
Dear Ian,
I wish to add my voice to all the others, stating what a huge difference it has made
since the lane has been closed. I am able to walk my dog safely without fear of
traffic and also more importantly, without fear of cut paws from broken glass, tins,
screws and other waste materials. It is also nice not to have huge piles of rubbish
blocking the lanes, or burnt out cars left blocking the lanes.
I have lived in Berkley Marsh for 30 years and it is beginning to be more as it was,
where anyone could walk unhindered, in pleasant lanes unsullied by litter.
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I fail to see WHY cameras could not be hidden to pick out the litter louts along the
lanes?
I feel Gypsy Lane should definitely remain closed, also Dark Lane should be
closed again, the bollard should be closer to the Bridge, to allow Residents to
monitor traffic, whatever bollard is decided upon.
This is not just a question of what I prefer, but if you were walking the lanes as I
do, and regularly walk by the Pines Residential site and were aware of the regular
state of the area outside of the camp and up along the lane, and ditches, you
would not hesitate to keep the lanes closed.
Resident H
Dear Elizabeth Dawson
I am writing to rationalize to you why the lanes at Berkley should remain closed. It
is difficult to see why the lanes should be reopened when our village has been
untroubled with the problems that used to be a day-to-day occurrence, focusing
on fly-tipping specifically, I am sure you are aware of this problem which is very
difficult to solve and now, as we feel we have found a solution, all of the lanes may
be reopened. The closure almost completely eradicated the illegal dumping and
has generated a safe place to cycle, creating a link to Frome, which was difficult
to reach independently without travelling on busy, unsafe and fast roads. To keep
the lanes closed also spares the council the expense of removing the rubbish that
was tipped there.
Personally it seems almost feudal for one man to be able to cause these lanes to
reopen, and damaging to the welfare of the village's residents, who most wish for
them to remain sealed tightly against all the problems that have been so recently
resolved.

Resident I
Dear Elizabeth Dawson
Reference: Berkley Marsh Public Spaces Protection Order No 2.
You asked for representations from persons having an interest in land surrounding
Berkley Marsh. As residents for over 30 years we wish to raise the following
points:
Point (a). Impact of the order on Local premises. It is not the impact of this PSPO
on us and almost every resident of Berkley Marsh that is of greatest relevance. It
is the impact of failing to maintain the road closure that will have the greatest effect.
We have lived through the period of rapidly rising fly tipping in the years leading
to the current road closure. This period was unpleasant, potentially hazardous and
expensive for the Council. Local parishioners had to meet regularly to clear the
roads of dumped waste of all types – agricultural, building and domestic to add to
the near continuous work by Council contractors. At least some of the waste was
foul and dangerous to health. The roads affected were frequently blocked and
impassable. Since the road closure the roads have been clean and safe, and
cycle, horse and people traffic has rapidly risen. The council has saved over
50,000 pounds. The narrow lanes have ceased to be places where traffic sped
dangerously through the community. Since the re-opening of Dark Lane just
before Christmas fly tipping has resumed and the road is once again blocked with
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waste and is impassable to vehicles, or other traffic. There can be little doubt that
re-opening of Berkley lane will very rapidly return the roads to the previous state.
We find it extraordinary that the wishes of a very small but vocal number of the
community should override the wishes of the vast majority of the Community and
the local Parish Council. The impact of not imposing the PSPO will be to increase
risk to health and safety of residents, have an impact on property values and
impose continuing large costs on the Council and, as fly tipping is a reportable
crime, add to the criminality of the area. As far as we know there is a marginal
impact on one local landowner who has to either take a minor detour to reach
some of his fields or to move barriers. We believe that this impact is trivial
compared to the benefits for the rest of the community.
(b) Impact on other persons in the locality: As the roads are frequently
blocked by fly tipping, and there are numerous alternative routes available the
negative impact on other persons is thought to be minimal. Positive benefits arise
from having roads that are safe for use by cyclists, recreational walkers, runners
and horse riders.
(c) Alternative routes: There are numerous alternative routes to get from North
to South of the railway line.
Comments on Barriers. The concrete barriers that have been in place for the last
18 months have done an excellent job. They are simple, cheap and very effective.
Replacement by expensive and more easily damaged alternatives seems
pointless.
General Comment. We are most disappointed that the issue of this road closure
is still being debated. The improvement to quality of life for people living in Berkley
has been immense and the financial savings and reduction in criminality have
been substantial. The Parish Council has worked tirelessly to come to a
compromise agreement with the local landowner but has met with little movement.
The immediate resumption of fly tipping that has again blocked Dark Lane as soon
as it was re-opened demonstrates what will happen if the road closure is not reinstated. We very strongly urge you to go ahead with and indeed expand the
PCPO.
Resident J
Dear Ms Dawson
Thank you for your letter of the 22nd December. I was sad to read that the barriers
for Dark Lane had been removed. I note that this was to facilitate “easier access
to fields.” It has been apparent that during the closure of Berkley Lane and Dark
Lane the area has been transformed. The increase in pedestrian traffic (walkers
and runners) alongside horse riders and cyclists has been astonishing. People
smile and chat as they enjoy the beautiful route they are following, rather than
grimace as they tell tales of having to negotiate piles of rubbish. I am impressed
that Mendip DC came up with a solution that not only transformed my
neighbourhood, but also saved over £51,000.
I believe that already "the word is out” and people know that they can now drive
through Dark Lane. Fly tipping has started again.
I would suggest that having come up with a solution that was so outstandingly
successful, it is folly to tinker with it to enable “easier access.” While I sympathise
with anyone whose life has been made harder by the changes to the roads (except
the fly tippers, of course!) it would seem obvious that access was considerably
more difficult when there were piles of green and industrial waste blocking the
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roads. Access to the fields must have been considerably easier along clean
lanes, if possibly a little further. I note that you have to consider “a reasonably
convenient alternative route.”
I think this phrase accurately describes the
arrangements you put in place.
I would ask that you re-instate barriers of some sort for Dark Lane as soon as
possible and maintain the ones for Berkley Lane. If it is as successful as the last
18 months then you will have my gratitude.
I repeat, you came up with a solution that worked - don’t change it. If an electronic
barrier is the solution, so be it. As long as the pedestrians, cyclists, horses can
access the route, I am all for it.
Unfortunately I cannot attend the meeting on 9th January, but I whole heartedly
support the return of barriers for Dark Lane
Resident K
Dear Sir or Madam,
We fully support the Mendip District Council’s proposal to make the Berkley Marsh
Public Spaces Protection Order No. 2 restricting access to the public highway
known as Berkley Lane, Berkley.
In regards to the official consultation we provide the following comments: 1. The principal occupiers of land adjoining and adjacent to the sections of road
subject to the proposed restrictions of access are local farmers. However, there are no
points of access to adjacent fields within the proposed restricted area. There are other
gates into all adjacent fields available outside the proposed restricted area. The
additional travelling required to reach these field gates is minimal and makes little or no
impact on farming activities.
2. The occupiers of ‘The Pines’ travellers site and of other homes in Gypsy Lane have
an existing access from the North and West via the Bath Road and Gypsy Lane. In
addition, there is also a convenient access route from the South and East via Clink
Road and the Stonebridge estate. The latter was always likely to have been the
preferred route to / from the East for most residents of Gypsy Lane and the Stonebridge
estate owing to the frequent partial or complete blockage of Berkley Lane due to flytipping. The potential damage to vehicle tyres from metal waste, shards of broken
glass, etc., a consequence of irresponsible and dangerous dumping of miscellaneous
waste on these lanes, would also deter most residents from using this route. There has
been no objection to lane closures from ‘The Pines’ or any other residents located west
of the A361.
3. The residents of Berkley / Berkley Marsh generally do not use the proposed
restricted route for vehicular access owing to the issues outlined in item 2 above and
the availability of convenient alternative routes. A clear majority of residents of Berkley /
Berkley Marsh are supportive of the long-term closure of Berkley Lane, (and Dark
Lane).
4. The use of Berkley Lane as a through route by vehicles from outside the area has
probably increased since the use of Satnavs. However, the lane is narrow and unsuited
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for through traffic usage and there are much better and convenient alternative routes
available for this type of traffic. Many vehicles that do attempt to use Berkley Lane from
the East currently ignore the ‘Road Ahead Closed’ signs as they follow Satnav
directions. It is likely that the installation of a ‘No Through Road’ sign would more
effectively deter through drivers from entering Berkley Lane. However, this option has
since been compromised by re-opening Dark Lane. A likely consequence of this will be
through traffic diverting into Dark Lane with the potential for being obstructed by illegal
dumping and having no alternative but to reverse back out of the lane.
5. The frequent incidents and massive volumes of fly-tipping in the Berkley Marsh
area, over many years, has adversely impacted on local residents and farmers through
blockage of lanes and field access gates. The permanent resolution of fly-tipping would
benefit everyone in the local community, including farmers.
6. As regards the options under consideration for the blockage of Berkley Lane to
through traffic I would support the continued use of concrete blocks as the other
options, i.e. electronic bollards or gates, would incur unwarranted expense in respect of
initial installation and potential maintenance issues throughout the closure period.
Bollards and gates have the potential for vandalism of the infrastructure and being left
open by key-holders for unreasonable periods such that access once again becomes
available for dumping. The use of concrete blocks is a simple, inexpensive solution and
has been very effective during the previous PSPO. It is understood that by giving
Mendip DC adequate prior notice the blocks can be temporarily removed and that
during the previous 18-month closure only one request was received to allow for
caravan access to ‘The Pines’.
7. Since the closure of the lanes there has been a marked reduction in illegal dumping,
minimal littering from passing vehicles and an absence of danger from speeding
vehicles. On the other hand, there has been a noticeable increase in the use of the
lanes by walkers, joggers, cyclists and horse riders owing to the virtual absence of
traffic. There is no doubt that the lane closures have greatly enhanced the local
environment to the benefit of Berkley Marsh residents and the many visitors to the area.
8. The re-opening of Dark Lane on 29th November 2017 has prompted a re-emergence
of fly-tipping of green waste and tyres and the consequent blockage of the lane. This
type of anti-social activity is likely to escalate over time and will undoubtedly cause
further expense to the Council as well as potential danger and inconvenience to
walkers, cyclists and horse riders. There is little, if any, legitimate vehicular traffic using
this lane. I would recommend re-instating the closure of Dark Lane as per the previous
PSPO.
Unfortunately, we are unable to attend the proposed meeting on Tuesday 9 th
January 2018 at Frome Rugby Club but we are fully in support of the Council’s
use of its powers to make a PSPO to close Berkley Lane for 3 years in order to
curb the enormous amount of fly-tipping that has blighted the area for decades.
Resident L
Dear Ms Dawson
Thank you for your letter of the 22nd December. I was sad to read that the
barriers for Dark Lane had been removed. I note that this was to facilitate “easier
access to fields.”
It has been apparent that during the closure of Berkley Lane and Dark Lane the
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area has been transformed. The increase in pedestrian traffic (walkers and
runners and the gentleman ion his mobility scooter) alongside horse riders and
cyclists has been astonishing. People smile and chat as they enjoy the beautiful
route they are following, rather than grimace as they tell tales of having to
negotiate piles of rubbish. I am impressed that Mendip DC came up with a
solution that not only transformed my neighbourhood, but also saved over
£51,000.
I believe that already "the word is out” and people know that they can now drive
through Dark Lane. Fly tipping has started again. Flat top trucks are beginning
to cruise up and down, and a mattress was laid across the road just last
weekend.
I think that having come up with a solution that was so outstandingly successful, it
is folly to tinker with it to enable “easier access.” While I sympathise with anyone
whose life has been made harder by the changes to the roads (except the fly
tippers, of course!) it would seem obvious that access was considerably more
difficult when there were piles of green and industrial waste blocking the
roads. Access to the fields must have been considerably easier along clean
lanes, even if it was a little further to drive.
I would ask that you re-instate barriers of some sort for Dark Lane as soon as
possible and maintain the ones for Berkley Lane. If it is as successful as the last
18 months then you will have my gratitude.
You came up with a solution that worked – please don’t change it. If an electronic
barrier is the solution, so be it. As long as the pedestrians, cyclists, horses can
access the route, I am all for it, and I would ask for the barriers to Dark Lane be
reinstated very soon or Mendip DC will be paying again to clear the roads.
I hope to attend on Tuesday.
Resident M
Dear Ms. Dawson,
As Berkley parish residents we would like to say most strongly that the proposal
to reopen the closed lanes around the southern edge of our parish is a retrograde
step at odds with the unanimous views of those parishioners we have spoken to,
threatening as it does the potential loss of all the environmental improvements that
have been so apparent in the months since the road closures were put in place. It
is so pleasant to be able to walk and bike along clear, almost traffic free lanes
without having to weave around hazardous and stinking rubbish at every turn.
To revert to the previous situation with rubbish dumped in our along lanes and
verges is so ghastly that we are surprised there is even a debate about the merits
of the scheme. Even if the environmental benefits of the closures were more
evenly balanced (which they are not) MDC must surely consider the cost to
ratepayers of cleaning up the fly tipping which is believed to run to many tens of
thousands of pounds annually.
We strongly assert that the case for permanent closure is overwhelming and
should be implemented without delay to protect the continuing interests of the vast
majority of Berkley residents and neighbouring communities. Please take our
views into consideration at the forthcoming meeting.
Resident N
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Re; Berkley Marsh Public Spaces Protection Order
To whom it may concern,
In response to a letter we received regarding Berkley Marsh road closure, which
was delivered by Elizabeth Dawson in December, we would like to take the
opportunity to express our feelings and thoughts in the hope that the lane remains
closed.
Being a local resident and living in Berkley Marsh we were all too aware of the
impacts that fly tipping had on Berkley Lane prior to the road closure. It was
horrific, unsightly, hazardous and costly. The culprits of the flying tipping were very
hard to catch. In the 6 years of living next to the lanes and using them daily, not
once did we personally catch or see anybody dumping waste. The system, method
or time of day they used was cunning and we feel if the lanes were to re-opened
it would attract the same amount of tipping as witnessed before using the same
methods, ultimately being impossible to police and prosecute.
With the implementation of the road closure the improvement and cleanliness of
the environment has been clearly noticeable, a huge improvement all-round. This
in turn has seen a reduction in the cost that is required to clean the lanes.
Furthermore the improvement has seen an increase of individuals using the lanes
with more walkers, cyclists and horse riders being able to use the lanes safely
without fear of obstruction or unsightly piles of rubbish and waste blighting their
way. It is ultimately a cleaner and safer place to live.
We do however recognise and respect that the road closure has impacted on the
local farmer’s ability to access his fields. We appreciate this is a frustration to him
and in turn may affect him financially long term. I think the implementation of a
barrier that the farmer has sole use of in order to access his fields would be a
sensible solution. Coupled with permanent road closure signs staying in place this
would further deter individuals using the lanes with the wrong intentions.
Thank you for taking the time to consider our views. Long may, cleaner, safer and
quieter lanes continue. Thank you for your support in this matter.
Resident O
Dear Elizabeth,
We have been invited to submit our views about the proposed order to provide
protection to Dark Lane, Pot Lane and Berkley Lane which have been disfigured
with fly tipping for many years. Both the visual blight of the waste and the likelihood
of being run over by a van looking, presumably, to make a fast getaway affects
the whole Berkley Parish community and all amenity of these lanes was lost with
ancillary waste and litter spreading though the village.
In the time that these roads have been closed there has been a marked
improvement in atmosphere. The lanes feel safer and it is possible to use them
again both for driving, bicycling and walking. The reduction in fly tipping has been
dramatic and this is clearly due to the road closure (demonstrated by the fact that
since Dark lane has been reopened there has been a resumption of fly tipping.
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We believe it would be a tragedy for the environment and the residents if for any
reason the road closure was revoked and that it would make no sense. The idea
of there being a PSPO put in place to better protect a long suffering area seems
to be a good one too. We are strongly in favour of maintaining the road closures
including re-instating the closure of Dark Lane.
Resident P
Would like Berkley lane to remain closed, with some sort of barrier at both ends,
so it keeps fly tipping away.
Resident Q
Thank you for this.
Yes I am hoping to attend on Tuesday and am encouraging residents of my
adjacent ward in Frome to come along too. Then I shall encourage them to write
in to support the continued closure. I'll send emails, write a leaflet for the streets
adjacent to Gypsy Lane, and put it on my website and also 'Nextdoor.co.uk' which
is a quite good new way to talk to people in the area.
I'm assuming it would be nonsensical to open the road up again so we must keep
it closed, although more still needs to be done on top of that to deter, detect and
catch those responsible for the residual fly tipping that still occurs here.
Resident R
Dear Elizabeth Dawson,
I write as a member of the P.C.C. and Churchwarden of St. Mary's Church,
Berkley and also as a resident of Berkley.
I am totally opposed to Berkley Lane being re-opened as there has been
significant benefit to the Village and reduction of fly tipping during the period of
closure. The continued closure of the Lane will have no negative impact.
I am currently away on holiday in Majorca until 12th January so unfortunately
cannot attend the meeting next week.
Resident S
Hi
Happy new year to you all
I will happily put something together just need to check with everyone at school
there has been no other negative feedback, as shortly after we had a huge
dumping of rubbish at the school which we had to pay to get removed and some
was very hazardous, and on occasions it has been left on the road side. But that
seems more improved lately. I saw the write up in the paper and anything that
helps illegal dumping is so good. I wish Frome or Mendip could keep the whole
town free of rubbish as I see so much when travelling round town. So disappointing
that people cannot take their rubbish home/dispose of correctly.
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The school is always happy to support the local community.
Resident T
Dear Ms Dawson,
I am writing as chair of Berkley Parish Council, both on behalf of our Parishioners
and as residents ourselves, to register our determination that the benefits of
continued closure are not lost. We also believe that the adoption of a PSPO can
only be beneficial.
Almost without exception the whole community is delighted with the improvements
that the closure has achieved - the reduction of the filthy and antisocial fly tipping
and the start of the area's regeneration with people starting to use the lanes again
as an amenity.
The strength and detail of the Parish Council's opinions in favour of continued
closure is well documented and doesn't need to be repeated. However getting a
resolution to the problem has taken years of considerable effort by ourselves,
residents, Mendip Council and other stakeholders and we are concerned that all
of the cost savings and improvements could be lost unless the strength of opinion
in Berkley is clearly understood.
We also wish to stress that there might not be a huge response to your request
for written response and this should not be seen as lack of concern about the
issue. This might be because of the closeness of the Christmas break where
people are busy or away but also because this will be the third request for people
to write and likely to water down the response rate.
It is also important to flag that Berkley residents who are further from the streets
canvassed for their opinion are directly affected by the degradation of the lanes
as well as with rubbish and litter through the village that seems to be associated
with the fly tipping. Parish Councilors can confirm complete approval of the lane
closures by those parishioners not in receipt of consultation letters.
The Parish Council has heard the objections of landowner’s family who with an
associate we understand are the sole complainants. We have attempted to
support them by suggesting compromises which would minimise any
inconvenience accessing their lands. They have only been willing to discuss the
memorandum that we produced with Parish Councillor Peter James and there has
been no interest expressed in debating these options further. We attach a copy of
the Memorandum given to them.
As stated in the Memorandum, BPC believe that the wishes of an almost complete
majority cannot be allowed to be over-ridden by an individual and more so if they
are unwilling to consider compromise or accept a small amount of inconvenience.
We also recommend request that Dark Lane is closed again with affordable gates
as we have suggested.
Resident U
Hello
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Yes I assume this has stopped people dumping in this area, which is god, I haven't
cycled that way for a while, but last time I went through the barriers it was still
disgusting. I will cycle that way today to see if things have improved.
My view is great, but I cycle all the other lanes around Frome and as far as I am
concerned whoever was using Berkley Marsh as a dumping ground, now just use
all the other laybys in other areas to dump the same stuff
Have you been down the lanes around Friggle Street, lulling recently?
I would like to know if you are just having to collect the same stuff from farther
away lay-bys? How often is this happening because I have cycled these lanes for
many years and they just appear dirtier, so are you just spreading the chaos?
Are you able to monitor these laybys with CCTV? Do you catch anyone? Are they
fined? Do they ever pay up? Are the next generation being taught to not drop litter
in Somerset
What are the chains (McDonalds, coffee shops, KFC) not made to sweep the lanes
on a regular basis, or charge more as it’s mostly the people who frequent these
places who are not educated properly and just throw it away?
Umm, really annoys me though. Could the council start a Frome Litter Alliance? I
clean the road at Vallis Road on a regular basis, and see a few individuals around
from doing the same, can Frome Council highlight these people encourage others
to do the same, provide the gear so that residents can put their name forward to
say I clean these two/three streets once a month, simple to do I know many would
sign up, I am happy to run this with FTC help, it would leave you freer to tackle,
the roads leading into Frome and other villages
Finals point, the road from Frome to Buckland Dinham is now strewn with litter,
please can we have it picked.
We want to help you , please organize more than just putting a couple of barriers
up, sort McDonalds, encourage residents to help you as a community, run it
through the local papers not Facebook, that is not community.

Resident V
Ref: Berkley Marsh Public Spaces Protection Order No. 2 (“PSPO No.2”)
I am writing in response to your recent letter recently sent to Frome residences…
Having been a resident of Frome and walked this area for almost 40 years, I am only
too aware of the disgusting state that the hedgerows and gateways had become due
to the wanton dumping of waste :(
 I fully support the closure of this road. The past closure period has adequately
demonstrated its effectiveness (though some rubbish is still being dumped in the
locality) in helping to control the dreadful practice of fly-tipping.
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 Personally I would continue to support the closure of ‘Dark Lane’, except to walkers
and horses, as I sadly suspect that a degree of fly-tipping may recur along this lane.
 I do not support electronic or electro-mechanical means of shutting off this road.
This would require expensive installation and connection and constant maintenance
and is a cost that in the current economic climate should not be borne by the residence
in their Council tax bills. There are many other important projects that require this kind
of funding. Concrete blocks are fine and where vehicular access may be required by
authorised persons, sturdy locked gates should prevail and be cheaper in the long run
to maintain. A locally living council representative could be given a key and who could
then grant access to authorised persons by arrangement.
Sadly the residences of Gypsy Lane do not do themselves any justice or favours by
continuing to litter the hedgerows around where they live with a wide assortment of
rubbish. I have not been past the residential site itself for some while, simply because
Gypsy Lane always was such a dreadful and disheartening place to walk along due
to the extreme levels of illegally dumped material and which no-one seems able to
enforce those laws which apply to us all in an effort to keep it clear. This rubbish
destroys our countryside flora and fauna and some people seem to have no
conscience or care for the environment in which we all have to live :(
So if people cannot behave in an environmentally and socially acceptable way, then
prevent them from access.

Resident W
Dear Ms Dawson, Thank you for your letter, of the 22nd.
I would like to give my views regarding the closing of Berkley and Dark lanes.
My wife and I have lived in Berkley Marsh since September 1993 and over the
years have seen an unpleasant rise in the amount of fly tipping whether tree
cuttings or general builders rubbish, house clearance and an ever increasing
number of used car and lorry tyres.
We were very pleased when the first PSPO was enforced as it saw a massive
reduction in tipping, as shown by your figures. It also made the lanes a safe and
pleasant place to cycle, walk or horse ride. An increase in all of these activities
has definitely been noticed.
Unfortunately the recent re-opening of Dark lane has immediately seen a reduction
of those pleasure activities and a return of some tipping. Some 50 or so tyres were
dumped a week or so ago at one end of Dark lane along with some more general
rubbish at the other end. It would seem that as soon as those people responsible
could see an easy, out of view circuit in and out they felt free to go ahead.
As I understand it Dark lane was reopened to, as your letter states, “to facilitate
easier access to fields in the immediate area.” This, I am assuming was done
because of pressure from the Turner family. If is of interest to you their land is to
the Berkley Marsh side of Dark lane and accessed from just over the railway
bridge, NOT from Dark lane itself. There is actually only one gateway in Dark Lane
and is very rarely used a local landowners tends to access this land via a gateway
on Pot lane. Another landowner seem to want to use Dark lane to access fields
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which they own off Limerick lane. Rather than Dark lane it would be just as simple,
and no further distance, to drive via Berkley Street and then turn left after the
school into Pot lane. Thus leaving Dark lane as a no go area for tippers. So i think
that gives a reasonable response to questions “a”, “b’ and “c”. The costs of clearing
fly tipping surely outweigh those of one landowner who wishes to drive along one
lane once or twice a day to check his field gates which are not “in the immediate
area”. Furthermore, with regard to a landowner talking machinery, to Limerick
lane, via Dark lane. I have never witnessed it in over twenty years as resident.
They tend to access those fields from the A361 bypass entrances or via Pot and
Limerick lanes.
So I, as do many other residents, believe there is a strong case to reclose Dark
Lane.
As to the PSPO No.2 regarding the continued closure of Berkley lane. I think this
is a solid idea.
Your figures are clear on the money saved. The residents of the Pines has
continued to dump tree cuttings on the lane but now, instead of all along and over
the bypass bridge, they dump it on their own doorstep and set fire to it. It can only
be them as they surely wouldn’t accept a third party doing that right outside their
entrance!! Which is now a cup de sac!!
If it were to open, with regards to the type of barrier I personally think that the solid
one as it is does the job nicely. It seems crazy to want to spend a load of money
installing electronic rising bollards. To what end? Would this be so the farmer can
drive his pick-up down there a couple of times a day to look at the gateway to his
field after the Gypsy camp but before the playing fields?
Again, yet another gateway that he never uses. As I said before he accesses those
fields from Limerick Lane.
If the council were to consider an electronic gate or bollard system it think it would
be worth installing it at the Berkley Marsh side of the Railway Bridge, at the Pines
and the junction of Dark and Pot Lane. At least then we as residents could see the
gate nearest us. I would even consider putting a camera up on our property to
help with spotting tippers. Also as a big bonus there is already accessible power
in the village. Also, do they need to be electric? Cannot the farmer or railway
engineers open a gate themselves??
I hope these views will be noted and i look forward to attending the public meeting
on
Resident X
Dear Ms Dawson
We were pleased with the result of the recent PSPO.
Having read your letter we would be happy for you to use either a hard barrier or
an electronic one whichever you decide.
This needs, we feel, to be long term as the benefits are obvious.
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Resident Y
Dear
It was disappointing to find that the closure of Dark Lane was not up held. Since
it has reopened dumping has started again. There has been increased use of
Berkley Lane late at night which would indicate illegal dumbing as the lanes are
not routes to residential properties. We appreciate that access to fields by local
landowner is important but surely can still be achieved with the road closures.
Change is all ways difficult to deal with but the greater good is surely something
to be prioritised.
The problem of fly tipping is out of control the few hold the general population to
ransom by damaging the environment, costing the local authorities across the
country money they cannot afford to be spending. The people that live in the
Frome area have enjoyed the lanes during their closure for many activities horse
riding, jogging, running, cycling and dog walking. The impression we had in the
Berkley Marsh was that all these activities increased. The general population are
in need of outdoor activities to enhance health. Much of the waste dumped has
been quite toxic and therefore harmful to wildlife and those using the lanes. The
setting of fires and dumping of unlabeled barrels is very worrying.
The problems of fly tipping need a much more radical consideration but the closing
of rural lanes is a step in the right direction. When these rural lanes have no
residents tipping becomes easy to achieve and more of a problem. When access
to residents is possible without too much disruption surely it is worth closing the
lanes.
Perhaps the money saved could be put towards making other changes
which make fly tipping not worth the while of the perpetrator.
If then we bring into the scenario the speed that drivers travel in these lanes when
using them as a “rat runs” when lanes are not closed. We would ask that
additional changes need to be made to where properties are situated i.e. speed
humps and speed restrictions would make the life of residents trying to access or
regress from their properties a lot easier. Currently it can be very dangerous and
at times these drivers are very aggressive.
We have written before and would ask you to include that letter as part of our
request to keep these roads closed.
Resident Z

Dear Ms Dawson,
Further to your letter dated 22/12/17, we should like to make our thoughts known
prior to the meeting at the rugby club tonight and the forthcoming Cabinet meeting.
Most specifically in answer to the points...
a) and b) ... the effect of making the order would possibly inconvenience the
local landowner but would considerably improve the area for most of the
other residents.
c) ... we have no thoughts on an alternative route and would be guided by popular
opinion.
In summary, it is our belief that making the order to close the road is a good thing.
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Resident AA
Dear Elizabeth
We noticed that a Cabinet meeting in February will consider continuing to restrict vehicle
traffic along Berkley Lane from the north side of the Pines Residential Site to its junction
with Dark Lane for three years through a second Public Spaces Protection Order (PSPO).
We felt we needed to submit our views in favour of this proposed order.
During the road closures there has been a significant improvement in the atmosphere in
these lanes. They feel safer and are being used as community spaces for cycling &
walking. The reduction in fly tipping has been dramatic and this is clearly due to the road
closure, unfortunately demonstrated by the fact that since Dark lane has been reopened
fly tipping has recommenced.
Berkley Marsh has for years been a dumping ground and it’s so lovely to walk through the
lanes, to hear and see the lanes being enjoyed by the community, without having to make
our way through other people’s rubbish or to risk being hit by a van travelling at high
speed.
It would be a great shame if this second PSPO was not implemented to protect this area
which has such a long history of fly tipping. We are therefore strongly in favour of
maintaining the road closures including reinstating the closure of Dark Lane.

Resident AB
Dear
It was disappointing to find that the closure of Dark Lane was not up held. Since
it has reopened dumping has started again. There has been increased use of
Berkley Lane late at night which would indicate illegal dumbing as the lanes are
not routes to residential properties. We appreciate that access to fields by local
landowners is important but surely can still be achieved with the road closures.
Change is all ways difficult to deal with but the greater good is surely something
to be prioritised.
The problem of fly tipping is out of control the few hold the general population to
ransom by damaging the environment, costing the local authorities across the
country money they cannot afford to be spending. The people that live in the
Frome area have enjoyed the lanes during their closure for many activities horse
riding, jogging, running, cycling and dog walking. The impression we had in the
Berkley Marsh was that all these activities increased. The general population are
in need of outdoor activities to enhance health. Much of the waste dumped has
been quite toxic and therefore harmful to wildlife and those using the lanes. The
setting of fires and dumping of unlabelled barrels is very worrying.
The problems of fly tipping need a much more radical consideration but the closing
of rural lanes is a step in the right direction. When these rural lanes have no
residents tipping becomes easy to achieve and more of a problem. When access
to residents is possible without too much disruption surely it is worth closing the
lanes.
Perhaps the money saved could be put towards making other changes
which make fly tipping not worth the while of the perpetrator.
If then we bring into the scenario the speed that drivers travel in these lanes when
using them as a “rat runs” when lanes are not closed. We would ask that
additional changes need to be made to where properties are situated i.e. speed
humps and speed restrictions would make the life of residents trying to access or
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regress from their properties a lot easier. Currently it can be very dangerous and
at times these drivers are very aggressive.
We have written before and would ask you to include that letter as part of our
request to keep these roads closed.
Resident AC
Dear Sir / Madam,
We live at on Rooks Lane and I am writing with regards to the closure of Berkley
Lane and also Dark Lane.
Since the closure of the above mentioned lanes there has been a reduction in
traffic and, more importantly, a huge drop in the amount of fly tipping, so we feel
strongly that neither of these lanes should be re-opened.
Dark lane was re-opened recently and very quickly the fly tipping returned, which
reinforces the view that neither lane should be opened.
We recently attended the meeting at Frome Rugby Club, at which several barrier
options were displayed. Whilst we wish the lanes to remain closed, this has little
effect on our daily journeys. However for the local landowner it makes access to
his fields difficult, adding a great deal of miles and time to a working day,
especially at harvest time.
In light of this, we feel that the best solution would be to install barriers that can
be opened and closed, the most suitable being the automated bollard, which
would allow access without having to continuously get in and out of a tractor, or
car, to open or close a manual barrier. This would be especially important when
making multiple journeys in a day at peak times.
We sincerely hope that these lanes will remained closed to traffic and look
forward to hearing an update on the matter.
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PSPO consultation drop in evening - 9 January 2018
Resident A
He has already done a formal response.
He and his wife want to stick with concreate barriers.
They don’t spend public moneys on anything else.
They are against opening Dark Lane.
Suggestion is that a barrier is put up like a military gate and the Turners have a
key.
Since the closure of Berkley Marsh, fly tipping reduced and people’s lives have
improved in general.
There’s been less verbal abuse and speeding, and the grass is less turned up.
Suggestion that the farmers want to maintain access because they want to
develop the land for housing or sell the land.
Resident B
Suggested that the farmers gain access to their land via the gates that the
farmer has already blocked with the fly tips.
The land that they would like to develop is the land before you get to the bridge
close to the road and they feel they are looking to sell the land for development.
They also advise that minimal farming is done on the land.
They suggest they should shut Berkley Lane before the railway and then give the
key to the farmers and the railway.
There is an offer from this resident to permit the Council to install a camera at
this property and that a nearby resident would be willing to extend a similar offer.
It’s also been suggest that the farmers have been knocking the doors of local
residents to gain support of the electronic barriers.
Resident C
They think it’s a much nicer environment since the roads have been closed.
It’s been an effective solution and has worked well.
Resident D
She thinks it makes their trips longer since the barriers have been put in place,
it’s like a scrap yard as the fly tip is all in one place and it’s embarrassing for
where they live.
They’re in favour of the barriers reopening.
She also said that since the council have left the Pines, there’s no control and no
management and somebody needs to get a warden there.
Resident E
Same opinion as Resident D.
Thinks since the new owners of the Pines, it’s deteriorated.
Resident F
He said since dark lane has opened they’re no better off because they’re still
blocked off. Might as well have stayed closed.
Suggested that military gates would not be an option, as they would get
destroyed in the night.
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There’s only one person it’s inconvenienced, it’s been an improvement for the
rest of the community since the roads been closed
Suggest cameras outside rugby club.
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Appendix F

Costings for Options
Road preparation and electrical connection costs are the expected costs, and may
be subject to a rise, as unknown variables could factor into the works. All prices are
excluding VAT.
Option 1 - Electric Bollards
Replace the concrete barriers with electric bollards fitted into the road, allowing only
a vehicle with an access pass to enable the bollard to recess into the road thus
enabling the thoroughfare of the vehicle in question (2 x key locations).
Pedestrians, cyclists and horse riders will not be affected (which has been the case
for the last 18 months)
(a) Access Automation
 Cost of removing the current concrete barriers entirely
Labour
Remove bollards
Grab Hire
Scrape Road
Cleanse Road
Hedge maintenance
Loader loading/ unloading blocks
vehicle Transport
Storage Cost

Cost per unit Unit/hours
Cost
£49.50
4
£198.00
£50.00
1
£50.00
£39.01
36
1404.36
£0.00
£0.00
£38.50
8
£308.00
£49.50
10
£495.00
£38.50
10
£385.00
Unit/ Week
25
51
1275
First year costs

£4,115.36

 Replace barriers with electric
bollards
Item

Cost

Quantity Total

Installation of Electrical Supply, (SSE)

£50,714.07

1

£50,714.07

£13,370.00

2

£26,740.00

£7,540.00

2

£15,080.00

Bollard system
1 x automated bollard 800mm lift
2 x static 800mm bollards
1 x controller
1 x radio receiver
2 x remote fobs
1 x street cabinet – to house controls
Ground works – as detailed above:
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1 x trench and ducting from bollard
controls to bollards
2 x 800 x 800 x 1200mm concrete
bases – for bollards
1 x 1200 x 500 x 500mm concrete
base – for street cabinet
Total:

£92,534.07

Ongoing Costs

Service
Insurance
Electrical Costs

175

2

350

Total:

350

Total cost of works, (excluding ongoing costs): £96,649.43
There is a leasing option for the bollards, at:
3 years. 12 quarterly payments of £2,392.00; equating to £184.00 / week
5 years. 20 quarterly payments of £1,587.00; equating to £122.08/ week

(b)

Cova (Brighton Based)
 Cost of removing the current concrete barriers entirely

Labour
Remove bollards
Grab Hire
Scrape Road
Cleanse Road
Hedge maintenance
Loader loading/ unloading
blocks
vehicle Transport
Storage Cost

Cost per Unit/hours
Cost
unit
£49.50
4
£198.00
£50.00
1
£50.00
£39.01
36
1404.36
£0.00
£0.00
£38.50
8
£308.00
£49.50
10
£495.00
£38.50
10
£385.00
Unit/ Week
25
51
1275
First year costs £4,115.36

 Cost of installing blocker ramps
Capital Outlay
Item

Unit Cost

Quantity

Cost

Installation of Electrical Supply,
(SSE)

£50,714.07

1

£50,714.07

Blocker Ramp

£27,546.00

2

£55,092.00
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Total

£105,806.07

Ongoing costs
Service
Insurance
Electrical Costs
Total

Total cost of works, (excluding ongoing costs): £105,806.07
Option 2 - Replace the concrete barriers with industrial/military strength
barriers (2 x key locations)
Pedestrians, cyclists and horse riders will not be affected

(a) Avon Barriers
 Cost of removing the current concrete barriers entirely
Labour
Remove bollards
Grab Hire
Scrape Road
Cleanse Road
Hedge maintenance
Loader loading/ unloading
blocks
Vehicle Transport

Cost

Unit/hours
£49.50
£50.00
£39.01
£0.00
£38.50
£49.50
£38.50

4
1
36

8
10
10
Unit/ Week
25
51

Storage Cost

First year
costs

Cost
£198.00
£50.00
1404.36
£0.00
£308.00
£495.00
£385.00
1275
£4,115.36

 Cost of installing Avon Hinged Barrier
Item
Ground works
Avon Hinged Barrier
Installation of side path

Cost
Quantity
£11,000.00
£6,865.00
£300

Total
2 £22,000.00
2 £13,730.00
2
£600.00

Total:

£36,330.00

Total cost of works, (excluding ongoing costs): £40,445.36
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(b) EDS
 Cost of removing the current concrete barriers entirely
Labour
Remove bollards
Grab Hire
Scrape Road
Cleanse Road
Hedge maintenance
Loader loading/ unloading
blocks
Vehicle Transport

Cost

Unit/hours
£49.50
£50.00
£39.01
£0.00
£38.50
£49.50
£38.50

4
1
36

8
10
10
Unit/ Week
25
51

Storage Cost

First year
costs
Cost of installing Hinged Barrier



Item
Ground works
Installation of side path
Barrier

Cost
£198.00
£50.00
1404.36
£0.00
£308.00
£495.00
£385.00
1275
£4,115.36

Cost
Quantity
£1,500
£300
£1,986.00

Total
2 £3,000.00
2
£600.00
2 £3,972.00

Total:

£7,572.00

Total cost of works, (excluding ongoing costs): £11,687.36
(c) Cova


Cost of removing the current concrete barriers entirely

Labour
Remove bollards
Grab Hire
Scrape Road
Cleanse Road
Hedge maintenance
Loader loading/ unloading
blocks Transport
Vehicle
Storage Cost

Cost

Unit/hours
£49.50
£50.00
£39.01
£0.00
£38.50
£49.50
£38.50

4
1
36

8
10
10
Unit/ Week
25
51
First year
costs

Cost
£198.00
£50.00
1404.36
£0.00
£308.00
£495.00
£385.00
1275
£4,115.36
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Cost of installing Hinged Barrier
Item
Cost
Quantity
CSG 10405 Anti Vandal
Manual Gate 3.5 - 5m Galvanised
£4,470.00
High Security Padlock –
Fortress Range
£240.00
Delivery by HGV with HIAB
facility
£998.00
Installation by CSG
£5,130.00
Installation of side path
£300

Total

2

£8,940.00

2

£480.00

1
1
2

£998.00
£5,130.00
£600.00

Total:

£16,148.00

Total cost of works, (excluding ongoing costs): £20,263.36
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Option 3 - Retention of the existing concrete barriers to minimise further fly
tipping (2 x key locations)
Pedestrians, cyclists and horse riders will not be affected


Cost of retaining the current concrete blocks entirely

Labour
‘Road Closed’ signs
`Road Closed` signs on
bollards
Paint
concrete bollards

Cost
Unit/hours
Cost
£862.00
4
£3448.00
£166.65
2
£333.30
£781.00
£781.00
1

First year
costs

£4,562.30

Option 4: No further PSPO and re-opening Berkley Lane to vehicular traffic by
removal of the concrete barriers from Berkley Lane


Cost of removing the current concrete barriers entirely

Labour
Remove bollards
Grab Hire
Scrape Road
Cleanse Road
Hedge maintenance
Loader loading/ unloading
blocks Transport
vehicle

Cost
£49.50
£50.00
£39.01
£0.00
£38.50
£49.50
£38.50

Storage Cost

25

Unit/hours
4
1
36
8
10
10
Unit/ Week
51
First year costs

Cost
£198.00
£50.00
1404.36
£0.00
£308.00
£495.00
£385.00
1275
£4,115.36
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